RISCOSS project demonstrates its decision support platform at OSCON Europe

RISCOSS reveals GitHubAnalyser, the public instance of its powerful decision-support platform designed to facilitate open source adoption.

October 26, Amsterdam, OSCON Europe 2015 - The RISCOSS Consortium showcases its open source decision-support platform that facilitates the integration of open source components by mainstream users, system integrators and product developers.

The RISCOSS consortium has recently released a public version “RISCOSS GitHubAnalyzer”, tailored to analyse GitHub projects. The RISCOSS Project and RISCOSS GitHubAnalyzer are showcased on:

- OW2, the infrastructure Open Source community, booth #N1
- RISCOSS Project, booth #N2

The RISCOSS platform helps open source users identify and mitigate potential risks associated with integrating unknown third-party open source components into applications, solutions or products. RISCOSS is embedding the most recent risk analysis models and the latest research in statistical analysis, risk identification and mitigation.

Moreover, the RISCOSS platform offers development risk analysis taking into account the business context of the open source software user. This approach enables mainstream product developers to safely integrate OSS in their developments. The RISCOSS platform is open to beta-test users who are welcome to send their feedback on the forum available on GitHub. Find more information:

- About RISCOSS: http://www.riscoss.eu
- About GitHubAnalyzer: http://riscossplatform.ow2.org/riscoss/wiki/githubanalyser/

About RISCOSS
RISCOSS is a three-year project, launched in 2012, coordinated by Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya and partially funded by the European Commission within the framework of its FP7 program. The project is conducted by eight partners from five European countries, including Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (Spain), Universitat Maastricht (Netherlands), Ericsson Telecommunicazioni (Italy), Fondazione Bruno Kessler (Italy), Cenatic (Spain), KPA (Israel), XWiki (France) and OW2.
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